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1.0 Abstract
I will Study MojaveDesert sediment aprons at different temporal and spatial scales. I will
use the abundance ofcosmogenic loae and 26AI in sediment to constrain long-term transport rates'
down the sediment apron surface and to determine the behavior of such surfaces in the vertical
direction. I am using cosmogenic isotopes becausethey are an effective integrator of long-term
.sediment transport processes.
In order to interpret the cosmogenic nuclide measurements, I will study the small-scale
geomorphology of the sediment apron. In particular, I will quantify chamiel depths as a proxy for
the "active depth" of channel stirring, I will also determine the "active depth" using soil pit data.
If field time permits, I will map the small-scale impact on the geomorphology due to military
training from 1942-1944. I will use standard statistical methods to determine significant changes
between control plots and impacted plots.
,.

2.0 Introduction

Large "sediment aprons", extending from mountain rangesin the Mojave Desert, are
termed bajadas, alluvialfans, piedmonts, and pediments. Each of these terms implies aspecific
formation.process, even though little is known about what actually controls the behavior of these
"sedimentaprons". In fact, the literature terms alluvial fans and pediment surfaces as "problems"
(Leece, 1990 and Oberlander, 1974); in particular, it has been difficult to establish general models
oflandform development. In order to establish such models, the rates and the distribution of
germane surface processes must be determined. My researchwillinvestigate temporal and spatial
scales of sediment apron development in the Mojave Desert.
I will use cosmogenic loae and 26AI to analyze the long-termrates of sediment transport
' .
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down the sediment apron and the mixing of soils in the vertical direction(Figure 1). As sediment
Figure 1
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is exposed at and near the surface, the influx ofcosmic rays produces cosmogenic loae and 26AI.
Withincreasingexposure time at the surface, additional atoms. of loae and 26AI are produced in
1

the sediments. Therefore, by measuring the abundance of l~e and 26AI; in transects down a
sediment apron surface and by estimating the active layer thickness where physical natural
processes stir the sediment (by surveying plots at high resolution and by using soil pit data), I can
constrain the minimum surface exposure time to infer the long-term behavior of the sedinient
.

.
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apron. This technique is effective for determining sediment apron

.

beh~vior on the 103 to 1O~ year

timescale.
Desert surfaces are sensitive and may reflect changes in climate, tectonics, or human
activity (Cooke and Warren, .1973 and Sheridan, 19'79). One such stress occurred between 1942
and 1944 when General George S. Patton established the Desert Training Center to prepare
American troops for war in North Africa, Over one million troops, 1000's of tanks and numerous
other vehicles traversed sediment aprons in the Mojave Desert stirring soil and changing drainage
networks (prose, 1985). I will produce detailed maps of eighteen, 2,500 m2 plots in both
disturbed and adjacent, undisturbed areas. I will compare these maps to determine effects of
human impact, and to characterize the short-term/small-scale response of sediment apron (Figure
I). I will use the maps to determine the distribution ofsoil stirring depths.

3.0 Field Area
The southern Mojave Desert is a good location to study temporal and spatial scales of
sediment apron behavior. There is no recent tectonic activity, the bedrock is quartz rich and the
area is remote. The only significant human impact was military training in the 1940's.

3.1 Geography and Geology
I will study two adjacent sediment aprons, one extending from the Iron Mountains and the
other
froiD. the GraniteMountains (plate 1). The Iron and Granite Mountains
have a relief ~f . '
.
,
about 400 m and are composed of granitic rock. The sediment aprons are 4 to 6 km long and the
gradients are approximately 0.03-0.04. The aprons are composed of equant mineral grains (-2

2

mm) disaggragated from the bedrock. The two sedimentaprons converge with a third sediment
apron to form a closed basin.

3.2 Climate
The Iron Mountain and Granite Mountain sediment aprons receive an average of 10 em of
precipitation a year, based on the Blythe gauging station located about 80 miles to the southeast
of the field area. Late summer and mid-winter are the wettest seasons.

3.3 Desert Training Center (DYC)
In April of 1942, General George S. Patton, lr. established the Desert Training Center to
prepare the Arrierican troops for war in North Africa. At peak occupation, 200,000 troops lived
in 12 camps spread throughout the southeastern part of California, the western part of Arizona
and the southern part ofNevada. Two of these camps, Camp Iron Mountain and Camp Granite,
. are located on the sediment apron surfaces extending from the Iron and Granite Mountains,
respectively (plate 1). The camps contained roads, walkways, living quarters, administration
quarters, motor pools and parking areas. Many of the tents, roads and walkways were outlined
with rocks from the local area. Many rock alignments, although in various states of deterioration,
are still visible in the camps. Due to the remoteness of the area, Camp Iron Mountain and Camp
Granite have received minimal amounts of impact from private off road vehicle (ORV) use since
decommissioning. Afence was constructed around Camp Iron Mountain in 1973 to prohibit
further ORV use. (Bureau of Land Management 1984).

4.0 Previous Research
4.1 Sediment aprons
Sediment apron research is extensive and mostly focuses on alluvial fans (Nilsen and
Moore, 1984). Much of this research uses present-day processes and rates to infer long-term
processes (Bull, 1964, Beaty, 1970, Beaty, 1974, and Hooke, 1967). Research by Hooke and
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Rohrer (1979) used laboratory models of alluvial fan development explicitly stating that the
scaling relationships to large fans are unknown.
Much of the alluvial fan literature examines depositional processes. Many alluvial fans
.studied in the literature provide evidence for debris flows (Beaty, 1974, Blissenbach, 1952, Wells
and Harvey, 1987, Harvey, 1984, Hooke 1967 and Whipple and Dunne, 1994). Others point out
that source area sediments and slopes determine the emplacement mechanisms. Wasson (1977)
and Blair (1987) state that sheetflow can playa major role in fan development.
Terminology, process speculations and classification problems related to pediment
development dominate the pediment literature. Confusion in pediment terminology prompted
Whitaker (1979) to write a paper on the definition of'a "pediment". Oberlander (1974) concluded
that pediment formation in the Mojave Desert probably occurred in the Tertiary. Oberlander did
_not include any of his own data and his paper is quite speculative. Denny (1967) compares
alluvial fans and pediments describing the main distinction as the depositional nature of fans and
erosional nature of pediments. Doehering (1970) reports that it is possible to distinguish between
alluvial fans and pediments by solely using a statistical analysis oftopographic maps.

4.2 Cosmogenic Isotopes
. Cosmic rays penetrate the Earth's atmosphere and bombard rock and sediment producing
cosmogenic l~e and

26 AI.

Differences in the latitude, the altitude and the depth of samples, affect

the production rates ofcosmogenic isotopes (Lal, 1991). As sediment moves down the apron
surface, it is dosed by cosmic radiation producing 26AI and l~e. As sediment is buried during
transport, cosmic rays will continue to produce isotopes at depth, although production rates fall
-

- off exponentially below-the surface (Figure 2).
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Fi~ 2: Production rete as a function of depth usinga standard 26Al production rate (36"atomstg) and sediment density (1.8 glcm')

Although, the majority of the cosmogenic isotope literature involves bedrock surface
exposure ages and bedrock erosionrates (e.g. Bierman, 1994, Kurz et al., 1990, Stone et al.,
1996, and Nishiizumi et al., 1991), researchers recentlyhaveused cosmogenic 1l13e and 26AIin

sediment to determine basin erosionrates and sediment deposition histories (Bierman and Steig,
1996, Granger et al., 1996, Grangeret al., 1997 and Anderson et al., 1996). Presently, Clapp

(pers. comm.) is using 1l13e and 26AI to constrainbasin scalesediment generation rates and
sediment residence times on hillslopes and alluvial fans. Nishiizumi (1992) has published an
abstract on exposure histories ofdesert sands using 1l13e and 26AI.
4.3 Previous research at Study Area

Camp Iron Mountain and Camp Granite have been the focus of ecological and
geomorphological research (prose 1985, Prose and Metzger 1985, and Prose et. al. 1987). Prose
(1985) determined that soil compaction due to vehicle and tank traffic on-camps is significant

compared to off-camp measurements. Prose (1985) also determined that singletank passes
visually disturbedthe soil 25 cm in depth and up to 50 em laterally, encouraging accelerated soil
erosion. Prose and Metzger (1985) concluded that military use of the lands altered drainage
networks and altered plant succession. The aforementioned results demonstrate that military use
'J,"

,

has had some short term (decades) effect on geomorphology and plant communities.

1.
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5.0 Research Plan
5.1 Cosmogenic Isotope Transect Sampling
I will use both the Granite Mountain and the Iron Mountain sediment aprons to determine
the long-term exposure history of surface sediment as function of distance away from the range
front. Each sample will consist ofsediment amalgamated fr0'!120 locations on four-kilometer
long transects (plate 1). Amalgamating the, sediment from multiple sites will effectively average
the isotope abundances along each transect. I will walk five transects on each sediment apron, at
one-kilometer intervals successively farther from the range front (plate 1). Two samples,
collected from the mouths. of two valleys at each range front, will provide the average isotope
abundance of material entering the sediment apron. These mountain valley samples will allow me
to estimate the erosion rate of the source basins and thus the sediment influx entering the sediment
apron. I will collect seven samples form each sediment apron, making a total of 14 samples. The
transects will be located so as to minimize human influences, by avoiding the Colorado River
Aqueduct, powerlines, and roads.

5.2 Cosmogenic Isotope Pit Sampling
I will characterize the isotope abundance profile as a function of depth by digging two 1.5 m
deep soil pits. One pit will be located above Camp Iron Mountain in order to characterize a
profile free from human disturbance. The other pit will be located below Camp Iron Mountain in
order to characterize a profile in a zone that may have been impacted by human disturbance. I

will visually log the stratigraphy and soil development in each soil pit. I will sainple each stratum,
if possible. If the pits are homogeneous or there are more than eight distinctive strata I will use a
20 em depth interval to determine sample locations. I will collect 8 samples from each soil pit, a
total of 16 samples.
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5.3 Topographic surveying
I will make precise maps (1 em resolution) of 1'8 subplots (2500m2) on the Iron Mountain .
sediment apron: To quantitate small-scale features ofthe sediment apron, I will map
•

all drainages in six control plots in undisturbed areas

•

all drainages in six plots influenced by human foot traffic on walkways

•

all drainages in six plots influenced by vehicle traffic on roads within the camp

•

•

•

<

The data will be input to ArcView to characterize depths, orientations, and widths (a proxy for
drainage area) of each channel. I will also use Arcview to calculate drainage densities and to
calculate a probability density function for channel depth. The probability density function is of
utmost importance as is will allow me to estimate the depth of sediment stirring caused by fluvial
action on the apron surface. Statistical comparisons between the control plots and the disturbed
plots will show whether human impact has changed the small-scale morphology of the sediment
apron surface.

5.4 Sample Processing
I will separate pure quartz from the 30 sediment samples at the University of Vermont
cosmogenic nuclide extraction laboratory as outlined in the laboratory web page
(http://beluga.uvm.edu/geowww/cosmolab.html). Susan Nies, the extraction lab technician, will
then extract Be and AI from the quartz. I will measure isotope ratios using the accelerator mass .
spectrometer at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL).

5.5 Data Interpretation
Sediment
erodes
off ofthe Granite and Iron Mountains
.
.
. and is transported across the
sedimentapron. There are three endmembers of sediment behavior on the sediment apron; the

steady state transport case, where net sediment storage is equal to zero and the 'sediment mass '.
flux onto the surface equals the sediment mass offthe surface, the aggradational case, where :
incoming sediment flux exceeds outgoing sediment flux, and the erosional case, where incoming
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sediment flux is less than outgoing sediment flux. For illustrative purposes, I will assume steady
state and examine the steadystate transport case.
5,5.1 Estimates ofthe active layer or stirring depth

Formodeling purposes, I define the active layer as the depth to which present geological
processes mix the sediment. Estimating active layer thickness is crucial for determining the mass
flux of sediment through the sediment apron. I will estimate active layer thickness using several
independent methods. First, I will use ArcView to calculatea statistical distribution of active
channel depths from my detailed control plot maps. Second, I will use the stratigraphyof the soil
pits to identify the thickness of sediment that is well-stirred and exhibits the least soil
development, Third, I will use the isotopic profiles from the soil pits to'deterrnine the active layer.
A significant isotopic accumulation difference between the top two layers would suggest that the
upper layer is the active layer; furthermore, the well-mixed active layer should have uniform
isotopic abundances as a function of depth. All three methods are approximations and while they
may not represent the long-term behavior of the sediment apron, each considers different time
scales.
5.5.2 Sediment supply to sediment apron

The flux of material entering the sediment apron is controlled by erosion rate of the
Granite and Iron Mountains. By measuring cosmogenic isotope accumulations in sediment shed
from the bedrock mountains, it is possible to calculate long-term rates of erosion and sediment
generation (Bierman
and -Steig, 1996, Granger, 1996
and Clapp, pers. comm.). I will use l~e
"
.
and 26AI in the four sediment samples collected at the range front ofthe Granite and Iron
Mountains to calculatethe rate at which they supplysediment to the adjacent.aprons.
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Will assume that the sediment'apron is a steadystate surface oftransport. I can

calculate an average sediment residence time on the apron by using cosmogenically determined
sediment fuflwcrates(Fm), the length and Width ofthe sediment apron, and the depth ofthe active.
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5.5.4 Effects ofHuman impact

I will compare control plots with the human-influenced plots to determine whether there
are small-scale differences in morphology.. I will use ArcView to calculate statistical parameters
(standard, deviation and mean) ofthe small-scale geomorphology, including channel depth, .
orientation, channel width, drainage density, sinuosity, and gradient. I will use standard statistical
tests, such as the t-test, to detennine the significance of the ~bserved differences betweenthe
plots.
6.0 Importance of Research

Most research concerning arid-region sediment surfaceshas focused on alluvial fans, with
less emphasis on pediment surfaces. Many researchers have tried to address the long-term
behavior ofarid-region sediment surfaces using various techniques. Using cosmogenic isotopes to
determine long-term sediment histories on sediment aprons is a new approach to understanding,
quantitatively, the behavior of such surfaces.
This project will also address how short-termhuman activityaffects the small-scale
geomorphology. This is significant because no other research has investigated the different
temporal scales and different spatial scales in regards to sediment apron behavior.
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Timeline to completion:
April 13, 1998

* oral presentation of proposal

May 4-22, 1998

* collect field data and samples from Iron Mountain and
Granite Mountain sediment aprons.

June-August 1998

* prepare quartz from sediment samples

* continue construction of Stella models
* input topographic data in GIS
* full summer salary supplied by the Army Research Office

September-November 1998-* samples prepared by S. Nies
* Complete GIS analysis of topographic data
* run cosmogenic isotope samples on accelerator mass
spectrometer at LLNL
•* prepare and present data at National GSA convention
. probably for a poster presentation
October 1998-

* submit written progress report
* present oral progress report

November 1998- May 1999- * write thesis document
.* Research assistantship supported by the Army Research
Office
.
May 4, 1999* defend research
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